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Résumé de l’article

Cet article examine les allusions théâtrales et matrimoniales dans l’hagiographie de la « relique-tactile » du Christ au Xe siècle byzantin : le Mandylion. Selon la légende, le Mandylion aurait été créé au moment où le Christ se serait lavé le visage et qu’une empreinte de son visage se serait ainsi déposée sur le tissu dont il s’était servi pour se sécher. Le Mandylion acquiert une grande popularité à Byzance et dans l’Orient chrétien. Il incarne la protection de Dieu envers son nouveau peuple élu, son immanence dans le monde matériel, et offre une ratification divine de l’art figuratif chrétien. Cet article avance l’hypothèse que l’arrivée du Mandylion à Edesse et son accueil dans la chambre du roi investissent le visage du Christ d’un potentiel puissant d’union avec Dieu. Cette potentialité se trouvait exprimée dans des termes que des Byzantins instruits auraient pu reconnaître, avec des inversions viscérales du passé classique et du présent chrétien. Elle venait souligner également la légitimité du règne absolu de Constantin VII, par analogie avec le premier roi chrétien, Abgar d’Edesse.
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The Mandylion, the most famous East Christian and Byzantine touch-relic of Christ, implicated all levels of devotion, theology and art in the medieval eastern Mediterranean. Believed to have been created when Christ dried his face on a towel, it was a miraculous self-portrait, a deliberate act of surrogation. It recapitulated the Incarnation, it provided divine attendance in its model’s wake, and it operated as the paradigmatic moment of artistic practice for medieval Christians. The relic is now lost, although two medieval copies survive, one in the Vatican and the other at the church of San Bartolomeo degli
Armeni in Genoa. (Fig. 1) Last noted in the loot taken to Paris after the taking of Constantinople in 1204, it has always been a mysterious object. It was believed to have been sent by Christ to King Abgar of Edessa (now Urfa in south-eastern Turkey) instead of coming himself; it then was hidden in the city gate there, only uncovered under the assault of a Persian army; venerated by the local population, it was ransomed for prisoners after a Byzantine siege of the city and was taken to Constantinople in 944 with the pomp of an imperial advent; and thereafter it had been a precious relic of the imperial chapel and was seldom seen. The Mandylion was central to a Byzantine understanding of sacred history, for it permitted that culture to capture and to keep proximate a trace of that uniquely “dyophysite” body. And because Byzantine theologians and others had articulated theoretical positions for art during the Iconoclastic debates of the eighth and ninth centuries, a fully intellectualized climate for art theory developed within which a deep and rich tradition for the Mandylion could grow and flourish.

Many scholars have analyzed the iconographic, theological and cultural context for the Mandylion over its long history. In recent years, attention has shifted to examining its traditions in light of our own theoretized views of art and its workings, and it has shown felicitous common ground in conceptual understandings of Byzantine, modern and contemporary art. And yet as a foundation stone of a Christian art history, one might say, the Mandylion resists single and exclusive explanations. It is simply too active an agent in East Christian and Byzantine self-conceptions to be reduced to a single aspect or meaning.

This article attempts to add another dimension to our understanding of Byzantine conceptualizations of that unique self-portrait, and it takes as its starting point an assumption that the face is the site of rich text. It does not argue for the position taken here as obviating other interpretations. Rather it is one aspect of a prismatic phenomenon, the histories of the Holy Face. For Byzantines, the depiction of that face, accomplished by Christ himself, charged the act of face-to-face in that context with devotional urgency. Here in that space of face before face, Christ and his own creation sought union, found complement and forged new identity.


Fig. 1. Mandylion, S. Bartolomeo degli Armeni, Genoa, painting medieval, frame circa 1300.
That process just asserted is fundamentally conjugal, in the strict etymological sense of a joining together, an assimilation that is at the heart of Byzantine viewing. In this article, I want to argue for the process being conjugal in the common sense of the word, too. I will make a case for a kind of marriage being inscribed into the understanding of the Mandylion’s work. The marriage is not carnal, of course, but spiritual, and yet it does perform itself through the bodies of the participants. In creating a tension between body and spirit, matter and soul, it gives a paradoxical “bodiedness” to transcendent union of Christian to maker. And sexuality plays a role in the description of that union, particularly in the allusions to marriage and in the physical intensity of those allusions.

In order to explore that tension further, I will focus on one text, which is a fully self-aware and highly learned account of the history of the Mandylion from its creation to its arrival at Constantinople in 944.5 The text was very likely written by the emperor Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos (r. 945–59, though technically co-emperor from 908), who had a reputation for deep erudition and even artistic abilities. His attachment to the Mandylion was apparently strong, because the icon may have well been the fulcrum he used to gain sole sovereignty of the empire, and he is likely the regal figure holding the Mandylion on the tenth-century icon panel now at the Monastery of St. Catherine at Mount Sinai. (Fig. 2) His learning and his devotion to the Mandylion, however self-interested, have made him the only choice for authorship of the Narratio, but even if he were not directly responsible, the context of energetic scholarship of the Christian and classical past was well established at his court. The circumstances for a sophisticated description of this image-relic were clearly in place, and the Narratio reveals those conditions in the care with which it describes the history of the Mandylion and in the divergences it makes from previous texts. The Narratio shows the direct interventions of the tenth-century writer and audience, for here the rich embellishments are evidence of intellectual and creative readings of a history of Christian faces that took place at the court of Constantine VII.

When he was about to appear before [Abgar], [Thaddaeus] placed that very likeness [empherian] on his own forehead and so came before Abgar. Seeing him coming in from a distance, [Abgar] saw a light shining from his face that no eye could stand, which the portrait Thaddeus was wearing produced. Abgar was dumbfounded by the unbearable glow of the brightness, and, as though forgetting the ailment he had and the long paralysis of his limbs, he at once got up from his bed and compelled himself to run. In making his paralyzed limbs go to meet Thaddeus, he felt the same.

Fig. 2. *Icon of Thaddeus, King Abgar and Four Saints*, Monastery of St. Catherine, Mount Sinai, tenth century.
feeling, though in a different way, as those who saw that face flashing with lightning on Mount Tabor. And so, receiving the likeness from the apostle and placing it reverently on his [Abgar’s] head, and applying it to his lips, and not depriving the rest of the parts of his body of such a touch, immediately he felt all the parts of his body being marvelously strengthened and taking a turn for the better; his leprosy cleansed and gone, but a trace of it still remained on his forehead.6

The Narratio described the key moments of the history of the Mandylion’s creation that were based on earlier versions, but also developed certain motifs in a way not found in previous versions. The king of Edessa, Abgar, sent a messenger to Christ in Jerusalem, and he asked that Christ come to his kingdom to escape his persecutions. Christ naturally refused, but as recompense, he sent to Abgar a letter and a portrait.7 The portraitist sent by Abgar had been unable to fulfill his


brief, as Christ escaped the normal means of portraiture. Christ then asked to wash his face, and on the towel with which he dried it, he left a direct impression of his face. (Figs. 3-4) This miraculous object traveled to Edessa in the hands of the apostle promised by Christ, Thaddeus or Addai. I will focus specifically on the moment of encounter among faces, when Thaddeus brings the Mandylion before Abgar, for the encounter was a carefully framed passage that described faces covered and uncovered, meeting and melding, in ways intended to be read, on one level, as Christian narrative but on another, complex level, as a marriage, a wedding inverted in order to give dramatic force to conversion to Christianity and union with God.

In the first place, this moment is a theatrical encounter among faces. Thaddeus has arrived in Edessa after an eventful journey north from Jerusalem, and he is apparently able to walk into the king’s chamber unannounced. Before he enters, he puts the face of Christ over his own, and Abgar sees a shining mask in the place of a normal face. That moment is clearly indebted to earlier texts for its stage setting, and the Transfiguration on Tabor is the debt acknowledged overtly in the text. On one level, that reference signals the transformed nature of the apostle to the Edessans, a man literally divinized by wearing another face. The unbearable quality of that vision, moreover, refers to the meeting of God on Sinai by Moses and the unviewable face of Moses when he descends from the Mount.

Moses, however, needed to cover his face with a veil in order for his person to be approached, whereas Thaddeus performed the opposite act in assuming the brilliant mask: his glowing face faced out.

The theatricality of the encounter was also underlined by Abgar’s reaction. Abgar dashed across the room—stage seems better, when reading the fashioning of this textual passage—from his sickbed to embrace the image. The theatricality of the entrance, that is before the mask of Thaddeus becomes Abgar’s mirror of the beloved, needs to be taken literally, I believe. Resonance of theatrical performances is present in the setting of the Narratio’s scene. Wearing masks were part of theatrical performances in the ancient world, naturally, but also in Byzantium, and mask-wearing performers were not uncommon in the Great Palace at Constantinople.9

Thaddeus stops at the threshold of the room, stage right one might imagine, and Abgar goes to him. Pausing at the threshold, the apostle was revealing God’s imminence in the city through this new sign of his attendance, this mask, veil, likeness. He was bringing, in short, a new Palladium for Edessa. Such uncanny occurrences testify in ancient literature to especially powerful images. When Diomedes and Odysseus took the Palladium from Troy, the image of Athena showed her wrath and revoked her protection of the city, and she did so in no uncertain terms, for her countenance flashed, she sweated and leapt from the ground.10 Two implications arise from this general comparison between the Mandylion and Troy’s Palladium. The first is the nature of classical allusion embedded in a text like this Narratio. Like most Byzantine intellectuals, the author of the Narratio was raised on and nourished by classical literature. One of the accusations often leveled against Byzantine culture is the derivative quality of its own literature, for it is so interlarded with classicisms as to be scarcely more than florilegia. This accusation is a longstanding prejudice, rather than a truly sympathetic evaluation of Byzantine literature. Yet it has a measure of truth, just the same, because Byzantine writers took great delight in the emulation of classical authors and in embedding references and quotations, however loosely


remembered, in their texts. In that sense, Byzantine literature can only be read with an understanding of the classical literature that preceded it, but it cannot be appreciated without understanding that those earlier texts were read and used for a purpose. That purpose is often not what we would expect. For instance, the patriarch Photius (circa 810–after 893) wrote a long set of prose summaries of works he had read, and noteworthy was his reading of Herodotus (484–circa 425 B.C.E.), who had not been writing of the valiant Greek city states against the Persians, as it is normally for us, but rather—in Photius’s reading—of unlawful revolt against a monarch. The second, then, is the meaning of classical allusion here in the Narratio. The passage may not be making specific allusion to the Aeneid, but other examples could also be produced from classical literature, and noteworthy is the way in which the brilliant mask/shining self-portrait makes its homecoming known, through a kind of animation that elicits the melodramatic sprint of Abgar. The Mandylion showed it was home at the threshold, where apotropaic masks were often displayed, and it revealed its protective energy in its transformation of Abgar’s illness. It manifested its new identity as palladium of Edessa, for the story later told of its role in repelling the Persians later, and this identity remained no less urgent when it came to Constantinople. In fact, that role was well developed by the time the Mandylion arrived in the Capitol, and the Narratio only served to underline its prowess as palladium by its inversion of such stories as Athena’s forsaking her city and her travel with Aeneas to Rome. New Rome on the Bosphoros had its own, truer palladium, as the Narratio revealed to attentive readers of that passage.

If the entrance of the gleaming mask can be understood as the entry of the new palladium to Edessa, standing in for Constantinople here, it is also a moment of intense yearning and satiation of desire. (Fig. 5) Abgar got up from his bed and ran headlong at the shining apparition in the doorway; he embraced the image like a desperate lover who had given up hope of seeing his beloved. The face worn by Thaddeus is still a face when taken by Abgar, and the king takes that face and puts it on his own, inwardly faced one assumes, as he kisses and caresses it. The melodramatic appearance of the apostle approximates the sentimentality of an unexpectedly returning lover who arrives just in time to witness the passing of a beloved one. Acknowledgement and subversion of such conventions of


ancient drama and novels were at the heart of how this passage from the Narratio was intended to work in the eyes of a sensitive reader.

Another level of allusion was at work in this passage, and it drew on stories of reunions of lovers in which images played a central role. Such stories were a topos of ancient literature, for example, Laodamia who showed so much longing for the portrait of her dead husband, Protesilaos, that the gods temporarily released him from Hades. When he was taken back to Hades, Laodamia killed herself. The story was sometimes depicted in Roman art, and it was known to medieval Greek readers, too. But this story was not the only one available that shared the motifs of portraits and returned lovers, and the passage in the Narratio belongs to this genre rather than simply being a later adaptation of that type of image-filled tale of longing and loss. On the one hand, the Narratio passage gains strength from the very inversion of that genre; it refers to it on some level, but it also subverts the hopelessness of those earlier stories with its consummated longing in conversion and healing. On the other hand, the tension between the spiritual longing of Abgar and his physical expression of that desire creates a high degree of bodiedness in this story. Having been impersonated by Thaddeus, Christ becomes the returned lover, like Protesilaos, who also leaves. Yet Abgar could be sated. His body met his savior’s body, and it was transformed, healed and Christianized, by that feverish pressing of Christ all over his body.

The face was the site for creating new subjectivities in this passage. Those three bodies—specifically, the faces of Abgar, Thaddeus and Christ—then were instruments of spiritual transfiguration, as the Narratio makes explicit in its reference to Mount Tabor. But it is the very sensuality of that transfiguration that is so striking in this passage. The sexual expression of spiritual transfiguration was inscribed on the bodies present at the coming of the Mandylion to Edessa, and Abgar’s new, purified self came from Christ’s face pressed to his own and all over his body. Such physical metaphors were vivid means of expressing especially important Christian beliefs of union with God and the divinization of body and soul promised in the Incarnation. For example, Symeon the New Theologian (949?-1022) used an extremely sensual parable to communicate his ideas about


the necessity of succumbing to God’s will. In this parable, an extraordinarily gracious emperor forgave a rebel commander, “So much does he love exceedingly that he is not separated from him even in sleep, but lies together with him embracing him on his bed, and covers him all about with his own cloak, and places his face upon all his members.”

The insistent invocation of face as the means of transformation is worth noting, for in both the Narratio and in Symeon’s parable, face is the point of assimilation, of union of beloveds, where God enters that Christian body, like an infant within the womb.

The scene of encounter of faces was also a wedding, inverted but drawing part of its dramatic power from that reference. The erotic content of this description of union and transformation in the Narratio is like the electric current that


generates light in the story, the luminescence of the mask in the doorway that pulls Abgar off his bed to embrace and caress his just-recognized redeemer. The first glimpse he had was blinding, for the veil worn by Thaddeus hid both the bearer and the impersonated Christ. But when the veil was removed and the beloved discerned, the union occurred that made Abgar Christian. The erotic content was generated also, then, by the heat of an encounter that was very like a marriage. Marriage was naturally a central reality of life in the ancient and medieval worlds, and beyond that banal assertion, it likewise played a key role in imaginings of the relationship between God and humanity, and between God and his creation more generally. Marriage worked as metaphor certainly for Christians when they read passages such as this one:

Thou shalt no more be termed Forsaken […] for the Lord delighteth in thee, and thy land shall be married. For as a young man marrieth a virgin, so shall thy sons marry thee: and as the bridegroom rejoiceth over the bride, so shall thy God rejoice over thee.17

But the passage in the Narratio is even more specific in its manipulation of elements commonly associated with marriage. These elements focused once more on the faces of the threesome at Abgar’s palace, and even more specifically on the veiling and unveiling of faces, which was an essential part of marriage in the ancient Greek and Byzantine worlds.18 These worlds comprised pagans and Christians, of course, but Jewish practice also used veiling of the bride as a central element in the process of marrying a man and a woman.19 The marriage rite in Byzantium has been less fully examined than it has been in the ancient world, but veiling was still a central component, so that that moment of unveiling in the Narratio was likewise recognizable for its audience on that level of experience.

The rite in ancient Greece was the anakalypteria, the uncovering of the face of the bride before her husband. When that moment occurred is not clear from the sources, but the uncovering was inevitably the point at which the bride was made anew, into a wife and mother who has just left girlhood behind. Ancient writers described the anakalypteria as the act of civilization, in fact the very

17. Isaiah, 62:4-5 (King James Version).
moment when humanity was raised above beasts. They viewed it as the potent act that made order out of chaos.20

In the sixth century B.C.E., the philosopher Pherekydes of Syros wrote the most famous passage on the first anakalypteria, in which the veiling and unveiling was not only an act of civilization, but also the formative act of the world.21 The work itself does not survive, but Clement of Alexandria (circa 150–circa 215), for one, preserved a passage in his Stromateis, or Miscellanies. Pherekydes described that veiled act of creation in these terms, “Zas [sic] makes a veil [pharos] both big and beautiful, and on it he embroiders Earth and Ogenos, and the places where Ogenos dwells.”22 This passage survives in Clement, but another papyrus fragment makes clear that Pherekydes was describing the marriage of Zeus and


Cthonic, and the first anakalypteria. For that reason, I translate pharos as veil, when it could also mean mantle or chiton, each of which would also cover the head and conceal the face; in this context, a veil is evidently intended. In the event, the veil signifies three things: the harmony of the cosmos that came from this union, the civilizing effect of marriage connoted in the anakalypteria ceremony, and the craftsmanship of Zeus himself in the fashioning of the veil.

The meeting of Thaddeus and Abgar was an anakalypteria, with Christ as an active third agent in the union effected by the arrival of God’s face. In real terms, it stands in for a union of state and faith, as this legend had long represented. Edessa was a newly Christianized state, the first in the world, if the legend is taken literally. The civilizing effect is naturally part of that union, here too, and from a Byzantine view, harmony of the cosmos was only possible when fully Christianized. More specifically, the process of entry by the veiled apostle, his greeting by an ardent convert, the removal of the veil, and the embrace of convert and the object of his desire are all elements consistent with an anakalypteria. The last act before union of spouses, and their congress, was the removal of the veil, and the first face-to-face meeting was the initiation or recapitulation of cosmic harmony and the foundation of civilized life.

Gender of the participants was not a particular issue, as the parable of Symeon reveals, for the episode of quasi-marriage in Abgar’s palace was only meaningful insofar as it expressed union of a corporeal kind. The fact that the Narratio used such visceral language is a sign of the intensity of the moment and of the harmony of body and spirit in this union with God’s face. The structures of earlier narratives of anakalypteriai served to give ironic counterpoint to the tenth-century Narratio, to provide a framework familiar on some level to readers and to subvert it with this Christian inversion. In other devotional contexts in Byzantium, veils of icons played an active role, and icons and faces could also meet at the liminal moment of death.

The role of Zeus as maker likewise corresponds to Christ in his act of self-portraiture. The miraculous impression of face to cloth that led to the revelation of Christ’s visage for Abgar was an act of making, naturally, akin to painting. It was distinct, too, for the self-portrait was made without hands, a paradox of fashioning that allowed a relic of Christ’s body, which was otherwise impossible. The face denied to the Israelites was shown to Christians, despite the transcendence of that countenance. And it was revealed by God as artist. Unlike Besaleel, who made the Ark of the Covenant by God’s specifications (Exodus, 25), the first Christian art was, according to this legend, made by Christ himself, like Zeus who was also the maker of the first art. The metaphor of weaving was heavily invested in Christian writings and beliefs, but Christ was not the maker in the case of weaving. The Holy Spirit could be the weaver when this metaphor was employed. It worked the loom, which was the Virgin Mary, and Christ’s flesh was the veil fashioned from this act.\(^2\)

If not specifically a weaver like Zeus, Christ was bodily implicated in processes similar in their cosmic ramifications. Christ himself was in other accounts a craftsman in a related area: dying. Dye was a potent metaphor, too, for it could stand in for the Holy Spirit infiltrating the body of the newly baptized.\(^2\) And Christ was described in early apocryphal texts as a dyer who performed uncanny feats of craftsmanship.\(^3\) The cause in Zeus’s veil is clear, as the god fashioned


\(\text{27. See Régine Charron and Louis Painchaud, “‘God is a Dyer’: The Background and Significance of a Puzzling Motif in the Coptic Gospel According to Philip (CG II, 3),” \textit{Le Muséon}, Vol. 114, No. 1-2, 2001, p. 41-50.}\)

it himself, and in this way he also gave cause to the design and order of the universe.²⁹ That cause was rationally brought about and understood, and Zeus was distinct from the object he created. The Mandylion was neither, for it was produced in an unprecedented and unreproducible way, and it had the miraculous identity of its maker embedded in its objectness. As a face, a synecdoche for the person, it behaved like that being, with its unworldly ability to reveal its divinity in its strangely glowing appearance, as well as its materiality in its capacity as mask and veil and portrait.

The passage from Pherekydes was not, in all likelihood, a direct model for the writer of the *Narratio*, but it did exist in several versions. That philosopher was known for his cosmography amongst Byzantines, and such cosmologies were not uncommon for ancient writers generally.³⁰ And in any case, the reading of the arrival of the Mandylion in the Edessan palace as an *anakalypteria* does not rest on a literal reading of the tenth-century text in those terms. Like in the classical world, all mentions of veiling partook of some direct relation to *anakalypteria*, even if that relation acted through inversion, subversion or irony.³¹ A very striking instance of this process is the death of Demosthenes in 322 B.C.E. as described by Plutarch (45-125), in which Demosthenes veiled his head while he took poison. The guards derided him for his effeminacy, but when Demosthenes felt the poison working, he uncovered himself and confronted his captors.³² Odysseus was another heroic figure that assumed a veil during liminal passages in his return home,³³ as Calypso, Nausicaa and Penelope all assumed the veil at significant points in the *Odyssey*. The contrast between Odysseus’s veiling and the “natural” female veiling in the poem gave the hero’s act its particular meaning in signaling his transition back to the world of mortals. Other heroes of the ancient


world, like Achilles, Ajax, Oedipus and Socrates for example, veiled themselves at critical junctures. Covering the face, and uncovering it too, were potent acts in the Greek world generally that connoted uncertainty, transition, ambivalence, among other meanings.

Multivalent, then, the act of men veiling their faces had a long and well-known history before the tenth century, and such multivalency was a compelling element for the writer of the Narratio when he needed a way to express indeterminacy of identity amongst Christ, Thaddeus and Abgar, and the transition to a new state by one of the heroes, Abgar. Moreover, the absorption of classical structures of describing transition through veiling was an essential part of the process. Absorbing and subverting classical structures in the story of the Christianization of Edessa was compelling on the grounds of supercession of a pagan past and of demonstrated abilities both to control and undermine the literature of that past. This relationship of Byzantine to classical literature, at once adversarial and indebted, must be recognized in order to appreciate the tension within which many Byzantine authors wrote. The Gospels themselves reveal that debt and demonstrate their divergence simultaneously, and Byzantine literature likewise partook of that Oedipal love.34

The passage in the Narratio that described the moment of entry of the face of Christ into a national history is concise in its presentation, but rich and dense in its significances. It represents essential transitions in a Christian history, when the state became reconciled to the message and person of Christ, when ethnic investments in earliest Christian history crystallized, and when each person was granted the ability to assimilate body and soul with the Christian redeemer.35 All of these transitions were proleptic, but that reworking of history, and of Greek cultural and literary traditions, was immensely relevant to the tenth-century court at

34. Relevant here is the discussion in Dennis R. MacDonald, The Homeric Epics and the Gospel of Mark, New Haven-London, Yale University Press, 2000, p. 15-19, concerning the Odyssean model for Jesus as carpenter. And I have also tried to argue that classical texts were underlying Byzantine histories of their art, in a similar way to the Mandylion’s constructed past, perhaps. See Glenn A. Peers, “The Sosthenion near Constantinople: John Malalas and Ancient Art,” Byzantion, Vol. 68, No. 11, 1998, p. 110-120.

Constantinople. Indeed, the recognition of the face of Christ in the Mandylion was a requisite of authority in that context, for Constantine VII used his ability to discern a face in the Mandylion as the sign of legitimacy for taking sole rule of the empire. When he saw that face, his adversaries could not. That privileged vision, paralleling the first Christian king, Abgar, allowed Constantine to move against the sons of Romanos I Lekapenos (r. 920-944) in January 945 and finally gain total control of the throne. The person of Abgar, in his assimilation to Christ through his face-to-face conversion, was a highly potent ideological precedent for Constantine. Correctly understanding face in these instances was a sign of divinely invested kingship, indeed a literal “Mirror of Princes” in that merging of identities that the Narratio so cleverly described. And more broadly even, in centering its attention on the face of Christ, the court committed to its new relic of Christ as a new palladium and as the unveiling of a perfect place in history.